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Abstract
In this study, we examined why people have multiple
accounts on Reddit and how they are used. Based
on interviews with U.S. Reddit users (n = 21), we
found that having multiple accounts was not always
for anonymity purposes.
While certain accounts
were disposable to engage in stigmatized or deviant
activities, other reasons for having multiple accounts
included utilitarian purposes, such as storing content,
organizing information, or gaming the system for
attention. Users also maintained multiple accounts
as a form of online impression management to keep
distance between different online communities, avoid
harassment, and experiment with different identities.
Moreover, they helped with boundary regulation, such
as disassociating online from offline identity and identity
synchronization – linking identities across different
social media platforms.

1.

Introduction

Social media affords sharing content and accessing
what other users put out. Many users utilize this as
an opportunity to keep up with friends and connect
with people that share common interests, lifestyles, and
situations. Reddit, in many ways, is no different but has
some unique properties as far as social media goes. It
is a forum of forums (each forum is called a subreddit)
and each subreddit has its own community with its own
rules and subculture. Users are able to participate in
any number of subreddits to whatever capacity they feel
comfortable with, such as subscribing for quick access
or actively engaging in producing contents. Subreddits
are diverse in purpose and have topics ranging from
memes about Stewart Little, learning German, to
functioning as an outlet for suicidal people.
Past research has shown that people create temporary
pseudo-anonymous accounts on Reddit, also known
as throwaway accounts [1, 2, 3, 4]. On the official
Reddit mobile application, there is an account switcher
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selection for multiple account use.
Having multiple accounts for desired anonymity,
privacy, and utility is referred to as multiple profile
management (MPM) [5]. How and why they engage
in such strategic practices in the context of Reddit,
however, has received less discussion. In this paper,
we examine how Reddit users with more than one
account 1) manage content, 2) establish impression
management, and 3) enforce online and offline boundary
management.
Research
about
how
users
engage
in
self-presentation and boundary management on
social media has long been a topic of interest (e.g.,
[6, 7, 8]. While much previous work focused on such
practices under one social media account (e.g., [9, 2]), a
study featuring how the usage of multiple accounts on
Reddit is timely and important because it extends and
showcases the ways with which users participate in and
adapt to the virtual environments and how they affect
the ways they present their identities. This research is
valuable to our understanding of social interactions on
social media platforms and provides insights into how
people may use technology to manage their interactions
with other people online and offline.

2.
2.1.

Related Works
Online self-presentation and impression
management

Self-presentation is a purposeful attempt through
which individuals orchestrate ways to display
self-images before real or imagined audiences using
verbal and nonverbal communication [10, 11]. The
major purpose is to influence how audiences perceive
and treat them. How people decide when to reveal
which aspect of self may depend on individuals goals,
such as maintaining self-esteem, receiving social
acceptance, or increasing instrumental gains [12, 13].
Additionally, opposing needs such as openness and
privacy concerns may also come into play when
individuals make decisions about what to present in

front of others [14, 15].
Other than individuals personal concerns, situational
factors and the relationships they hold with the
interactants also have an impact on individuals
self-presentation. According to Goffman [11], people
display different kinds of behaviors depending on where
and with whom they are. Individuals appearances
are contingent upon the setting or social context and
the audience or the social group who witness the
performance and interact with the individuals may be
different in various social contexts. As an interactive act
and from a relational perspective, audiences evaluations,
responses, and perceptions of such impressions thus
offer feedback to individuals subsequent behaviors [10,
16]. Therefore, sets of social norms and practices are
shaped accordingly. We note that the terms impression
management and self-presentation are two sides of the
same coin; we use them interchangeably (e.g., [17, 13]).
As participation in social media and online
communities has increasingly become a significant part
of our social lives, managing self-presentation across all
these sites and platforms is a strategic deliberation of
how and what to present about self and a negotiation
of private and public lives [18, 7]. While offline
self-presentation is bounded by social contexts and
audience groups, in the current social media landscape,
the line between front stages and back stages becomes
more and more blurred [19, 20, 21]. Situated actions
may also become more difficult as the boundaries across
sites and social networks are not as clear cut as they
used to be [22], thus creating problems in managing
impressions. Research on impression management and
self-presentation has largely discussed the practices on
social media or personal websites [7, 6]. Results
show that individuals present themselves differently and
establish favorable and credible impressions on these
sites depending on their goals and who the audiences
are [23, 24, 25].
Recent studies on multiple site usage showed that
some users try to distinguish their social networks
through compartmentalizing SNS use [5, 26]. Other
scholars found that separate friend lists were used to
segment the audience and manage personal disclosures
for self-presentations on a site [27]. With the digital
boundary implemented by compartmentalization, be it
by site or by sub-groups of the audience on a site,
users can separate multiple audience groups, which
allows them to control what information is disclosed
and to whom. In other words, this strategy helps
individuals maintain a consistent image by controlling
what the audiences can see.
What receives less
scholarly attention is another strategy of maintaining
ones impression on social media: holding multiple

accounts, or in a sense, creating multiple identities or
personas.
In the case of Reddit, where all subreddits of
miscellaneous topics coexist on a site and a searchable
log of post history that others can access, neither
compartmentalization nor establishing several friend
lists are viable for users to manage their separate (and
possibly conflicting) identities and self-presentations.
There is an assortment of ways users could react to the
posted content and drive conversation in complex ways
[28].
MPM has been documented as an alternative
strategy for social media users to manage their
privacy and different identities in terms of social
boundary regulation [29, 5, 1]. The major motivation
to hold multiple identifiers is to regulate others’
access to private personal information, which may
vary according to different audiences, such as work,
family, and acquaintance networks. Other motivations
include identity management (e.g., professional vs.
private identities), utility (e.g., types of information
consumption), and norms (e.g., conformity to standard
usage or conventions) for users to maintain multiple
accounts [5]. The benefit of keeping one’s privacy
through multiple accounts is a freedom of disclosing
serendipitous personal or controversial information free
of online consequences [1].
With accounts representing different profiles, each
account represents an independent identity with an
explicit boundary, through which individuals decide
their goals for disclosure and self-presentations [1, 5].
Self-presentation on social media has evolved beyond
just selectively posting messages and status updates
about self to include participating in different forums
or online spaces as a way for individuals to construct
and present different facets of themselves. Social
media platforms constitute more diverse variations than
broadly known social network sites like Facebook [30,
1]. Platforms like online forums, social news sites,
or live streaming sites enable users to interact with
others. It is worth scholarly investigation into how
self-presentation is conducted on such sites.
While most previous studies focused on the
use of social needs and repercussions revolved
around MPM, our study intends to extend previous
work by broadly investigating users strategies and
practices of MPM, specifically on Reddit because
the sociotechnical characteristic of Reddit structure
prevents users from negotiating sites and friend lists
as compartmentalization for self-presentation. Our first
research question states:
RQ1: How do people engage in multiple profile
management on Reddit? What are some purposes for

them to do so?

2.2.

Boundary regulations as impression
management strategy

As the boundary between online and offline turns
more and more blurred, self-presentation has become
a tricky issue and can be practiced through various
strategies in the current social media landscape. Without
geographical or temporal boundaries, the internet
enables individuals to present themselves to the actual
and imagined audiences with control over the amount
and type of information disclosed.
Face-to-face
impression management is constructed under various
constraints, such as physical characteristics (i.e., gender,
ethnicity, attractiveness) and the shared knowledge of
social backgrounds in front of an actual audience[11,
10].
It is relatively difficult for individuals to
present themselves and create impressions in ways
inconsistent with their traits in face-to-face impression
management [31]. In contrast, online environments
enable individuals to engage in manipulations of how
they want others to perceive themselves [19, 20].
The asynchronous and anonymous nature of
computer-mediated communication (CMC) makes
it easier for individuals to withhold information
undesirable to a certain group of audience.
In
Goffmans sense [11], self-presentation depends on
both individuals conscious awareness of the audience
and interactive participation by them. The sense of
spatial or temporal boundaries of the audience may
no longer hold in CMC. Who the audience is and will
be in mediated platforms have become obscure due
to the reduced verbal and nonverbal cues of audience
members in CMC [32]. Individuals, therefore, rely on
their imagination to envision who the audience is and
will be and construct their selective self-presentations
accordingly [33].
However, social media platforms like Facebook
anchor online social networks with offline ones through
real social identity (e.g., profiles, photos, or posted
messages), geographical locations, and interconnected
social networks, which may place more constraints on
the flexibility of mediated self-presentation than other
CMC tools like email or instant messengers [34]. The
size, composition, accessibility, and cue availability
of interactants are difficult to assess on social media
platforms, rendering it impossible to determine the
actual audience [33]. On the other hand, the affordances
of recordability, data persistence, and retrievability of
CMC make it likely for people to reveal their identity
and more difficult to manage their impressions on the
audience, especially the audience that can exist in the

future [24]. Indeed, users were found to dramatically
underestimate their audience size for their Facebook
posts [35]. Intertwining physical and virtual spaces
may also yield contradictory behavioral expectations
and norms for self-presentations [20, 15].
What complicates the situation is the context
collapse situation on social media platforms where
individuals networks of friends, family members,
colleagues, and acquaintances coexist on the same
and across different sites [36].
The collapse
of miscellaneous audience groups into a single
context introduces potential conflicts and contradictions
between multiple presentations of self. To regulate
the blurred boundaries, scholars identified strategies
for dealing with collapsed contexts on SNSs, such as
curating audience lists on a site, compartmentalizing
audiences across platforms, censoring information about
self, or holding multiple accounts [27, 5, 26, 37].
On Reddit, social networks and audience groups
embedded in different subreddits coexist on a site.
Social boundaries are thus difficult to navigate and
regulate. Some consequences may follow as a result of
blurred social boundaries. For example, an employee
may get into trouble by showing their interest in
subreddits of contradicting opinions about the policy or
standpoints to those of their employer or company. It
may jeopardize their career by revealing such personal
interests through their Reddit post/review history. Given
the situation, MPM is a reasonable practice for users
to control how they are seen from the ”source” (i.e.,
creating a specific persona/account with a consistent
self-presentation) as it is more difficult for them to
control the audiences on a site with complex collapsed
contexts using just one account. Though MPM does not
always lead to true anonymity (especially when other
social media sites are brought into reference), it provides
extra barriers towards tracing a user [38]. Few studies
take this situation into consideration and examine how
boundary regulation is conducted. We are interested
in understanding how the unique practices of MPM on
Reddit are influenced by peoples needs to regulate social
boundaries online and offline. We propose our second
research question:
RQ2: How do Reddit users manage their online
and offline social boundaries with different groups of
audience through managing multiple accounts?

3.

Methods

We developed a protocol for in-depth semi structured
interviews. The protocol included questions about
participant demographics, their involvement on Reddit,
and how they used multiple accounts on Reddit. Some

questions were: “Do any of your accounts have a
particular function?” “How do you use each account?”
and “Can you explain to me why you use multiple
accounts rather than just one?”
Participants were recruited through posts on various
subreddits, focusing on 20 large university subreddits
in different regions of the U.S. Participants had to
be over the age of 18 and have used more than one
Reddit account in the past 6 months. 21 semi-structured
interviews were conducted, with 4 of the interviews
being college students who were personal connections
but not close friends of one of the authors (e.g., sibling
of friend, someone living in same dorm, friend of
friend). The four interviews were initially intended to
be practice interviews but due to the high quality of the
data, we decided to retain the data for analysis. The rest
were strangers. The interviews were conducted through
Discord, Skype, or phone, and were audio recorded.
The interviews lasted between 20 to 40 minutes.
Participant ages ranged from 18 to 32 years (M= 20.81,
SD= 3.04). Sixteen participants identified as white, four
as Asian, and one as Hispanic. Fifteen participants
identified as male, five as female, one was unidentified.
The number of accounts a participant had ranged from 2
to 20, with most having two or three.
Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. For
analysis, we conducted a bottom-up, thematic analysis
[39] based on our research questions. First we selected
participant responses that pertained to the RQs and
put them into a meta matrix using a spreadsheet, with
participants as rows and questions as columns. One of
the authors did the first round of data organization by
summarizing the main concepts presented in the quotes.
These were then discussed with the other authors.
Over several weeks, we went back and reorganized
the themes, working iteratively until we all agreed on
thematic structure. Salient themes were identified and
we did another round of axial coding to connect the
themes reported in the Results section. Finally, we
extracted “best quotes” to feature as direct comments of
the participants.

4.
4.1.

Results
General Practices

Visibility of content on Reddit is primarily managed
by a reputation system called ‘Karma’ that allows users
to vote for or against posts. While not considered
to be a particularly reliable system for showcasing
true preferences, it is what decides the arrangement of
content on the website [40]. There are various sorting
options available that allow users to see the top posts

in a time period of their choosing as well as sorting
by controversial (see posts and comments with many
upvotes and downvotes) or new (posts and comments
that were added recently) content. A feed is comprised
of popular posts on subreddits an account is subscribed
to.
Some participants had hierarchies of accounts on
Reddit. Several of our users mentioned the use of a
Main account (known as a Main) and Alternate accounts
(known as Alts), with the Main being the account that
is used most of the time and Alts being switched to
for a particular purpose. Others used multiple accounts
loosely, with multiple Mains.
A throwaway account has been defined as a
pseudo-anonymous account that is disposed of after its
purposeful use [1]. However, throughout the study, there
were instances of people describing pseudo-anonymous
accounts with a more permanent use as throwaway
accounts. In other words, some users called additional
accounts throwaways but they were actually not
disposable, suggesting that the academic understanding
of the term is literal, but its colloquial use appears to be
broader in scope.
Throughout the course of the study, there was
a frequent assumption by our participants that users
on Reddit generally used multiple accounts. Our
participants said that they thought most people had
multiple accounts and considered the use of more than
one account to be normal. This suggests that the use
of multiple accounts may be a very common occurrence
and accepted norm on Reddit, though this may just be
the perceptions of the participants.

4.2.

MPM For Content Management

The main reasons participants held multiple
accounts (RQ1) were for content management and
impression management, both of which are common
applications in our data. Reddit affords several ways
of content management. First, subscriptions are used
to provide easy access to desired subreddits and to fill
the user feed with popular posts. Also, the reputation
system (Karma) allows users to sort the content they
and others see on a subreddit by upvoting posts they
liked and downvoting those they disliked. Last, users
were able to save posts and commented threads they
wanted to revisit later. When participants with multiple
accounts used these features, they often had different
goals for use in conjunction with their accounts, which
we outline below.

4.2.1. Managing what they see in their feeds Our
participants used multiple accounts to curate what they
see in their feeds by subscribing to different sets
of subreddits. Using multiple accounts, participants
set up different virtual environments for different
types of content.
This was fairly common with
Not-Safe-For-Work (NSFW) accounts and accounts of
unique topics or purposes, such as content related to
the participant’s career or memes. “It would be very
embarrassing if I were to pull up porn on my phone in
public,” said P4 (Male, 20).
P11 (Female, 20) said that she did not want to see
memes when looking for crochet and beauty products,
and vice versa. Subscribing to different subreddits with
separate accounts let her have curated feeds without
mixing everything up.

other users might be unaware of. According to P6,
it is more possible for other users to become aware
of dangers or important information that would affect
them.
However, not every user was as selfless when
manipulating what other users saw. P9 (Male, 20)
admitted, “I usually upvote myself, you know, get that
early lead on the new page. And then when people
realize that you’ve got a lot of upvotes, they upvote it
because you know, people like to follow each other. And
then the next day I know I’m on the trending page, so
that’s kinda the main purpose.” P9 added that he had
over 15 accounts and was planning on creating a script
to automatically have all of their accounts upvote the
posts he makes.

4.3.
4.2.2. Storage We also found our participants use
multiple accounts as a way to save content for later
engagement and viewership. However, they ran into a
problem where the saved content was harder to get to
because it was split across several different accounts. A
common strategy was creating or designating an account
they had as the primary storage account. P6 (Male,
18) said, “Well, as a matter of practicality and there’s
obviously, you know, practical benefits to doing that,
um, just from a management level, it’s easier to keep
everything in one place.
It is possible that the storage account eventually
becomes too huge and impractical to search. When
this happened, the participants retired that designated
content storage account and created a fresh designated
content storage account. The participants would still
occasionally visit their prior storage accounts when
looking for older content, but would only save new
content to their current designated storage account.

4.2.3. Manipulating what others see While content
management is perceived as an individual practice,
Karma on Reddit makes it possible to manage what
content other people see [41]. By upvoting and
downvoting content, participants help sort and shape
what others see since content with more upvotes appears
at the top [42]. Having multiple accounts allows users
to have more than one chance to impact the reputation
system. Some of the participants realized that they had
increasing potential to bring awareness to content that
they wanted to influence by using multiple accounts to
upvote or downvote content.
P6 stated that he would do it in situations where he
thought particularly important, such as risks and threats

MPM for impression management

4.3.1. Creating
distance
between
different
communities Multiple accounts were used to
create distance across different communities to prevent
users from being judged by members of different
communities. P7 (Male, 21) said: “The third one I made
specifically was to ask a question about a homework
assignment I had, that I posted on a Catholic subreddit
because it was for a theology class and I didn’t really
want that linked with my other accounts. I didn’t want
people in the Catholic subreddit poking around my
main.” P17 (Female, 22) thought that some Reddit
users would look down on things that were feminine
or girly and judged her for taking an interest in those
things. Making a new account addresses that fear
because it manages the impressions by keeping her
interests separate. Likewise, P15 (Male, 22) was using
multiple accounts to mitigate judgment from talking
about his conservative political opinions. When he
was first using Reddit, he did not have more than one
account and posted his political opinions related to his
pro-life stance on Reddit. Later, somebody traced his
Reddit history and pulled it up in a comment thread
where politics was not being discussed and attempted
to dissuade other users from listening to him. This
incident prompted P15 to make a separate account for
politics to prevent negative judgment established with
his Reddit post history.

4.3.2. Avoiding harassment Participants used
multiple accounts to prevent harassment. P8 (Female,
19) once posted something political which led to an
angry user private-messaging her. After this incident,
she decided to make an account for exploring political

and social opinions and kept it separate from her main
as a preventative measure against all future harassment
on her main account. She also used a separate account
to participate in subreddits where being a woman would
elicit harassment: “I wanted to kind of delve into the
incel community, um, without like any like people trying
to figure out who I am and I wanted to know to be able
to talk with some of these people, um, without getting
doxxed,” she said.

connected to her gaming interests from her offline
identity. P10 (Male, 18) had one account associated with
his Snapchat and created another anonymous account
to prevent doxxing. Additionally, P19 (Female, 19),
who had 20 accounts, created multiple accounts so
she could post pictures of herself on subreddits like
RoastMe (a subreddit dedicated to making fun of the
users themselves) without it being associated with her
other identities.

4.3.3. Pleasure from role playing While not a
prevalent practice, some participants used multiple
accounts to fulfill different roles and act in different
ways. Some users would create an account to do a
specific type of interaction (like debating or trolling) for
a short amount of time. Some would create accounts
but only use them when wanting to debate or explore
different subreddits. “When I’m feeling in a debating
mood, I’d go on my anonymous account and I would
post all my opinions there to vent about something,”
(P16, Male, 19).

4.4.2. Keeping personal inquiries separate
Getting answers to questions a user has is a common
practice on Reddit. Participants like P7 (Male, 21)
had multiple accounts that were usually disconnected
from any other social media accounts and their own
identity so that they could ask embarrassing or personal
questions and get access to information otherwise
difficult to obtain. For example, P18 (Male, 19) had a
sexually-related medical question but did not want to
have posts or comments related to a possible medical
condition diagnosed for him because of concern for
stigma: “Let’s say I didn’t go to the doctor and um, I
have a question that I would want to be answered that’s
kind of embarrassing. I wouldn’t want it on my personal
account, which I mainly use for moderation, which is
the reason why I use the second account.”
P6 had an issue related to a friend that was caught
in a tough situation and wanted advice about how
they should handle it. The second account prevented
anybody from discovering who the participant was
offline or on other accounts while still getting advice.
Had P6 used the same account he would risk struggling
to explain how he talked about a personal situation
publicly on social media. “I think if he would have found
out that I was using him as an example and I was asking
questions about him, he would’ve been embarrassed and
I would have had an embarrassing time talking about it
with him,” P6 said.

4.4.

MPM for online and offline boundary
regulation

4.4.1. Disassociation from offline identity Many
participants utilized multiple accounts to disassociate
their offline identity from their online identity. This was
solved by creating a Throwaway, where the user felt free
to talk about topics they did not want to associate with
their offline self.
P12 (Male, 19) managed an extremely complex set
of boundaries; he had an account that was strongly
linked to himself as a student, an account that he
used as a moderator and a public figure at University
X, an account that was completely disconnected from
anything about himself offline, and an account that he
used to speak with other people on the LGBT spectrum.
“One of the reasons...was because I am on the LGBT
spectrum and I wasn’t comfortable with coming out
to people. That’s how my first alt was made. Um,
I didn’t want to be associated with me as a person
yet...” Also, when he wanted to criticize the school, he
needed another account to vent because he was a school
employee and was concerned his superiors would see
it if he used another account. Using different Reddit
accounts allowed P12 to differentiate online and offline
boundaries for different interactions and perceptions of
himself.
Similarly, P8 (Female, 19) posts on the University
X subreddit with an account many people of her offline
communities recognized. P8 created a separate account

4.4.3. Creating connections with other social media
One of the key aspects of multiple accounts and
boundary management is the ability to manage
connections among different social media accounts.
Posts on Reddit can be shared on social media,
and users’ social media connections can see, share,
comment, or direct message the user, creating more
ways of interactions. Our participants in the study
shared some of their Alt accounts on other social media
while keeping others separate. “...I used to post a lot
of nail art [on one Reddit account] and had the same
user name as my Instagram...I encountered people who

come to me on Instagram and be like, ’Hey, I saw
your reddit post, nice nails’. (P11, Female, 20) In
P11s case, a shared identity across the platforms made
her more recognizable across the nail art community.
However, we also learned from other participants that
having separate Reddit accounts may assist boundary
regulation but it may increase difficulties in account
management as they may lose track of which accounts
were connected to other social media and which were
not.

4.4.4. Isolating deviant behaviors Participants who
wanted to engage in discussions and interact with
other users about unprofessional or deviant behaviors
oftentimes had accounts that were separate from other
accounts and disassociated from their other social media
accounts and offline identities. They did not want
authority figures to see that they were engaging in
an unprofessional or deviant (and sometimes illegal)
behavior.
For example, P10 (Male, 18) sought to illegally
pirate textbooks but did not want it to be associated
with other accounts or his offline identity because of
the negative consequences attached to it. “I posted on
like r/piracy to get some, uh, you know, get a link to a
free textbook or pirate a textbook or something. Um,
and of course I wanted that to be just a sort of alt
account and not associated with anything else because
it’s technically illegal,” he said.

5.

Discussion

MPM [5] has been a theoretical concept to explain
why people have multiple accounts. Indeed the Reddit
users we interviewed were using multiple accounts to
construct different profiles. However, there were also
reasons behind having separate accounts that were not
necessarily linked to having distinct profiles but were
more utilitarian in nature.
We first found that users leverage multiple accounts
to manage the content as subscriptions. Some accounts
were used to store different subreddits that may reflect
users’ past interests and concerns. The evolution of
identity over time is particularly interesting in reference
to multiple accounts. Occasionally participants would
move from using one account to another. Sometimes
it happened when the storage account they were using
got too full and difficult to navigate and other times it
happened when they wanted a new account to represent
themselves. When the participants moved on to new
accounts, they would usually keep their old one intact.
While this was not explored in-depth in this study,

some of the participants mentioned that it was strange
to think of their old account, sometimes because it
was very different from themselves now. Another
participant appeared to get a sense of nostalgia when
on an older account of theirs. Exploring how older
accounts serve as relics of a person’s past identities
and recollections is an interesting direction for future
research on self-presentation.
We found our participants developed unique ways to
manage their self-presentations with multiple accounts.
For example, P7 used multiple accounts to game the
system by upvoting his posts for self-branding. P12 kept
multiple identities apart by assigning each account a
specific purpose. However, using more than one account
requires a user to switch between the accounts they use
and keep track of the account they are currently on. A
distinct reason why our participants felt the need to use
multiple accounts to manage impression is due to fear.
A major theme of social surveillance and a fear
of social sanction emerged. Participants voiced fear
that other people treating them differently because of
how they behaved in the subreddits they involved.
The implementations of multiple accounts were to
prevent aspects of themselves from being associated
with other potentially contradictory ones.
Many
participants engaged in self-censorship and created
multiple accounts so as to avoid embarrassment and
judgment; others had experienced harassment before
so they decided to create alt accounts. We found that
there is a spectrum of managing multiple accounts,
from manipulating self-presentations to create optimal
impressions on others who belong to different networks
and communities to enforcing boundaries within virtual
spaces and between online and offline spaces to avoid
cyberbullying.
Holding multiple accounts is a preemptive
prevention from uncomfortable or problematic
situations especially when their online identities can be
connected to their offline ones. One benefit of social
media like Reddit is that anonymity is ensured. One
major benefit of anonymity on social media platforms,
especially those with stigmatizing experiences [2, 43],
is to freely express self. Likewise, the potential
for pseudo-anonymity enabled by having multiple
accounts is suggested to minimize fear users feel when
posting controversial or embarrassing content related to
themselves. This could potentially widen channels for
self-presentation and public communication for people
on social media.
In addition to the curation and storage needs
for managing multiple accounts, we also found that
social and relational regulation of boundaries was
another major underlying mechanism of MPM. Studies

pointed out a unique phenomenon on social network
sites, context collapse, has made the social networks
otherwise impossible to coexist in real life all collapse
on the same mediated platform, rendering the social
boundary on social media platforms blurred and
tricky to manage [36]. Previous studies discussed
how social media users leverage different sites (e.g.,
professional ties on LinkedIn and relational ties on
Instagram) or separate friend lists on a site (e.g.,
general followers vs. ”Close Friends” on Twitter) to
address this issue by creating digital boundaries for
selective self-presentations and separating their front
stages and back stages [27, 33]. However, the structure
of miscellaneous subreddits on the Reddit site not only
further complicates the phenomenon of context collapse
but makes the technical boundary of separating sites and
audience groups difficult. In other words, on Reddit,
Goffman’s metaphor of front stages and back stages
may not hold because each subreddit is a front stage
to users and the transparent log of post and activity
history makes back stage an irrelevant concept. Holding
multiple accounts allows users to create identifiers and
manage a consistent impression on their audience on
each front stage they present themselves. To our
participants, it is important for each persona to have
a standalone stage to perform without interfering with
one another. A major motivation is to avoid potential
social sanctions resulting from conflicting values of
different online and offline social groups as reported
above. The disappearance of back stages in the era
of hyper-connected social media landscape demands
users to engage in incessant, strategic self-presentations.
Our study has established such a phenomenon but
does not examine some potential social or emotional
consequences. It is worthy of an in-depth investigation
for future studies.
In contrast to MPM, we found a phenomenon of
identity synchronization. While there were participants
with multiple accounts made specifically to prevent
association across identities, there were also participants
who intentionally connected them. Our participants
sometimes connected other social media accounts to
their Reddit account by using the same username on
Reddit as on other social media (like Instagram or
Discord). This bound these accounts together in a
loose way, where the user-managed the content on
both sites with an awareness that what was posted on
one account would affect the reputation of the other
accounts. When this happened, a cohesive common
identity was formed from these accounts, creating a
synchronization of identity across multiple platforms.
Identity synchronization requires a higher degree of
boundary and impression management to control the

impact of reputation associated with the shared identity.
This additionally could lead to positive influence from
user recognition across multiple platforms, especially
helpful for micro-celebrities on social media platforms.
A focused study of management strategies and potential
social consequences of identity synchronization would
be beneficial to understand the dynamics between users,
their identities, and likely the connections they make
with other users on a multi-platform scale.
Our study observed contrasting needs by users
regarding holding multiple accounts. It is important to
note that while most Reddit research has focused on
its support of anonymous interactions, not all reasons
for having multiple accounts are to preserve anonymity.
Some users considered it a boundary management
strategy for regulating audiences, contents, and various
sides of self. Others specifically wanted to connect
all these different accounts/personas/identity, potentially
for self-branding and identity enhancement. The current
feature of switching across multiple accounts on mobile
Reddit may not be enough to cover such diverse
user needs. As found in our study, users manage
multiple accounts for collecting, curating, and storing
contents. In addition to the instrumental purpose, a
social purpose of controlling audiences and maintaining
self-presentations is another motivation of holding
multiple accounts. Currently, there is no technological
support that allows users to navigate across multiple
accounts and their correspondent purposes. Better
identifiers of the functionality of each account may
facilitate easy switch across usages. If there was an
easy way to create multiple accounts within one login,
it could enable users to manage their accounts more
efficiently. Especially for users who were creating
new accounts to represent new interests and changing
identity, the fact that they did not delete their old
accounts indicates a desire to preserve artifacts of their
old self. The current account structure of Reddit does
not support the evolving identities of its users.
On the other hand, while it is important to support
users’ anonymity on the site, creating simpler ways to
manage ”visibility” may be just as important for users
who seek publicity for their reputation and personal
brand. A clear and straightforward way of enhancing
self-disclosures should be a goal of Reddit. For
example, it is possible to streamline connecting and
linking other social media platforms to Reddit and afford
multimodal content to display on the site.
Several limitations posed to our study result
from our participant demographics.
First, since
most our participants were college students between
the ages of 18 to 22, there is a chance that there
are other types of usages of multiple accounts that

we did not include. Likewise, the majority of our
participants were white and male.
Although our
sample reflected the general demographics of Reddit
users (predominantly white, male, aged under 30)
(https://www.techjunkie.com/demographics-reddit/),
this still posed a generalizability question to our results.
Additionally, the participants were predominantly
Americans, limiting the perspective of the study to a
U.S. frame of reference (this was particularly true in
relation to politics). A more representative sample that
covers multiple platforms would be ideal for future
research.

6.

Conclusion

This study examines the utilization of multiple
accounts on Reddit. Throughout the course of the study,
practices related to content management, boundary
regulation, and impression management were discussed.
Multiple accounts were used to help navigate and
sort through the content a user has access to. Accounts
were used as designated storage for saved content and
creating separate feeds for the user. Multiple accounts
were also used to affect how content appeared by
ways of influencing Reddit’s reputation system, Karma.
Systems of impression management were put in place by
users for attempts to create distance between different
communities, avoid harassment from other users, and
experience the pleasure of roleplaying.
Our research highlights the capacity for multiple
accounts to be used for the formation of complex
relationships among a user’s identities on Reddit
accounts, other social media, and a user’s offline self.
This included attempts to disassociate accounts from
their offline identities, keeping their personal inquiries
separate from their main accounts, creating connections
of other social media to Reddit, and isolating deviant
behaviors. We found that having multiple accounts
was not always for anonymity purposes and while
certain accounts were disposable, or ‘throwaway’ in
nature, the existence of multiple accounts signaled
management of different interests and networks both
across online platforms as well as online and offline
identities. In particular, as users get older, multiple
accounts represented the evolution of identity.
The research ultimately suggests future research
opportunities in looking into the implications of the
time and effort required for the maintenance of multiple
accounts, the evolution of identity by way of exploring
older accounts, cross-platform identity synchronization,
and looking further into the possible benefits of having
multiple accounts.
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